TALENTED ORGANIZER AND MODERATOR

JOB APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

20181218
At aatvos, we

**CREATE PLACES WHERE PEOPLE FEEL WELCOME**

because we thrive for an inclusive society. We believe developing public third places, as coined by Ray Oldenburg, is about connecting with the local community; finding out their needs and habits, and design accordingly. Amongst others, we have done so for:

**STOVNER LIBRARY, Oslo - Norway**
**BIBLO TØYEN, Oslo - Norway**
**AMSTERDAM BIJLMER LIBRARY, Amsterdam Z.O. - the Netherlands**
**HUB KERKRADE, Kerkrade - the Netherlands**
**PUBLIC LIBRARY KALK, Cologne - Germany**

With the Butterfly Principles as our guideline, we are able to understand, map, structure, and accelerate these holistic processes. To achieve this we want to complete the team with

**A TALENTED ORGANIZER AND MODERATOR**

one who understands that our projects are instrumental to evoke social change,
once who feels the urge to really understand the needs of the end-user,
one who never takes anything for granted.

Are you the linchpin that brings people together? Where others take care of the content, you build and oversee the context. And as all our design processes take off with user-investigation, you manage these user-involvement processes and help, train and guide our clients to understand our tools and workshops, to figure out their end-user needs.

Join our virtual team and apply by sending your resume to ida@aatvos.com before Jan 5, 2018. If you yourself are not the one who will complement the team, maybe you know someone who would perfectly fit the profile.